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Please rote IT!i NEl-l new address and phone nunber ••• sane earlier versions of the new
documentation have said that my new city and zip code ~re Allston, 02134, Which is \ahere
I 'lBOUGHT I was. Actually, I'm in Brighton, 02135, and any mail sent me addressed to
Allston may have been returned to the serrler st.arrped with sanething like "No such address
'k:ncMn." Sorry alx>ut that.
, Here are the bug fixes/extensions for version 1.44:

1.

(Applies to vl.43a only): the character sequence \ \ appearing at the mn of a quoted
string caused the' preprocessor in CCl to screw up and stop stripping cx::nm:mts for the
rest of the source file. For exarcple, the statement:
printf ("This backslash
would
cau~e big trouble: \ \ ") :
.
,
would have done it.

2.

'!he "qsort" library function didn't work '\tilen the total size of the data array being
sorted exceeded 32K bytes. '!his has been fixed ~ changed the declarations of certain
variables in qsort fran flintl! to "unsigned".

3.
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4.

A new CLINK option hcis been added (as if there ~en't enoogh of them already ••• ) The
....:~" cption, ~en specified inmedi.ately before the name of an extra CRL file to be
searched, FORCES all functions in that CRL to be loaded
into the current
linkage-even if they haven •t been previously referenced. '!his provides a simple
sol:.rt.ion to t'b.f~ 'backwards-reference pLoblen: a typical case' wnen this \\1Ould be used
oanes up When you want to use a special version of a low-level function such as
"putcha.r." If you have a canplete program such as:
zre.in( )
{

printf( "this is a test\n,") :
}

and w:::>uld like your CMN version of putchar to be loaded fran a library called, say,
SPECIAL.CRL (~ch you have previously canpiled) , then simply saying:
1
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clink test special <cr>
would. Nor work, because the tlputchar" function doesn I t becane "neede:3" tmtil AFTER
the library file DEFF. CRL, Which o::>ntains "printf" , is searched ••• which doesn It
happen until AFTER special is searched! So the tlputchar" finally loaded would o:::rne
fran DEFF2. CRL, which is the library file autanatica1ly searched after DEFF. CRL. 'Ib
make this do ¥mat you want, all you'd have to do rON is:
clink test -f special <cr>
Which would force everything in SPECIAL.CRL to be loaded right EMaY, before the-DEFF
files are scanned. Then, when "printf" gets loaded fran DEFF. CRL, the o::>rrect.
tlputchar function' will already have been loaded and the one~ in DEFF2.CRL will be
ignored.
tl

'!he "rename" .library function had a rather serious problem: ~enever executed, it
would zero cut the three l:!ftes of o;xle innediately after the end of the function
( i. e. , the first jump instruction of the next function in rrerrory would get
clobbered.) This problem was fixed b.i increasing the anotmt of storage declared in
the lids" at the end of "rename" fran 49 bytes to 53 bytes.
'!he "setfcb" function requires that the buffer allocated to hold the resulting feb is
AT lEAST 36 BYTES LONG! "Setfcb" zeroes out the randcm-record field l:!ites of the feb
just in case the CP/M 2.x randcm-record file I/O mechanism is later used. But ~ether
you use the randan stuff or n:>t, the feb you allocate still has to be 36 bytes long.
'!his bug applies to vl.43 only: A character constant consisting of the double--qu:>te
character enclosed in single quotes (. II I ), when enco.mtered ~ cc1, caused eel to
stop stripping ccmnents \lftUle reading in the rest of the source file fran disk. '!his
was a bug in the vl.43 code added to allON carrrent del:imiters within qoc>ted strings.
'Whenever the type infonnation for a function definition was placed on a line separate·
fran the actual name of the function, then the ccrnpiler would "lose" a line of cxXie
and all errors found past that p::>int in the source file would be re:t:Orted with an
incorrect line number. For exarrple, the follaNing kind of function definition
\ttOuld 've caused this problen:
char

foo( )
{

*

)

A new library function, "execv", has been added to the ISckage (source is in
DEFF2.~).
'!his function allONS chaining to another a:M file with a variable nurriber
of o:rrrna.nd line p3rameters (note that "execl" requires all of the arguments to be
explicitly passed as string :t:Ointer parameters to the function, so that one
particular call can only have the number of arguments that it was written with.) The
fonnat of the "execv" 'function is:
. ,
'2

s
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execl(prog,argyp)
char *prog, **argyp:

wnere 'progl p:>ints to the name of the CIM file to. be chsJned to, and 'argvp' is an
'argv"-like p:>inter to an array of p:>inters to text. parameters. 'nle final p::>inter in
the list must be foll~ by a null p:>inter. As an example, rote that the "execl"
call
execl ( "stat" , "badsp::)t.s" , "$r/ Oil , O) :

can be written in terms of "execv" as follcws:
char *args[3J:

args(O] = ''badspots" ~
args(l] = U$r/o";
args[ 2] = NULL:
execv ( "stat args) ;
II ,

10.

Directed I/O and pipes, of sorts, are rr:M available to BDS C programrrers.
'!he files
and DIO.H make up a cute little directed I/O package, allacing for directed
inp..lt, directed output and pipes (a la Unix) 01 the came.nd 'lines to programs
o:mpiled with this special I/O package. See the carrn;nts in DIO.C for canplete
details. Note that the presence of this package does NOr contradict certain cx:mments
made in the User I s Guide abc>ut 'kludging .advanced Unix features under CP /M; those
ccmnents were directed "to.-lard systems in \tkUch the I/O redirection/generalization is
forced UfOn the user, along with all the entailing overhead, when the redirection
isn It needed or Wf3nted for many aP.f>lications. '!he DIO package, being written in C and
separately o:::rnpiled, lets YOU the USER decide When you want it and when you do rot.If you don't want it, it takes up zero space: if you do, it takes up a bit of rcxm
and yanks in all the blffered I/O, but it OOES give you redirection and pipes!
DIO.C

11.

A ilstandard error" buffered I/O stream nuniber has been adde:j to the list of special
devices recognized by the "putC" blffered output function. An iowf value of ~4 _causes
the character given to be written to the CP/M console outPJt" always, While an ioOOf
value of 1 causes the character to be written to the standard cutp.tt (\thlich might be
a file if the 010 package is being use:j.) Note that 4 was used instead of the lJr?ix
Standard-error value of 2 because 2 had already been taken (by the CP/M I.Sr: device.)

12.

String constants nay
flagged lines suCh as
foo

rr:N1

contain

zero

l:¥tes

within them. Previous versions have

= "Jan\OFeb\CMar\OApr\~y\()J'un\OJul \OAug\OSep\OOct\CNov\ODec\O";

wi th the error message:

Zero bytes are oot allq..led within strings; to print nulls, use \200
Note that all~g the above kind of string constant nakes it easier to initialize a
table of 'hancx:3enously-sized strings: the exarrple with the nonths cx:W.d be part. of a
function that ,returns a p:>inter to the name of sane nonth n, ~~e n is a. passed
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value ranging fran ,0 to 11 (or fran 1 to 12, or \\hatever ••• )
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